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Plastic pollution is a real issue nowadays. We wanted to create some strong
visuals to raise awareness about the situation. In the images on this article, you
can see the struggle, feel the asphyxia of Mother Earth. As a contrast all
clothes and accessories are slow, sustainable, or socially responsible,
symbolizing hope. You can find them all at Goshopia.com.

The makeup also has a meaning. Playing with Earth’s colors seen from the
space: Blue, green and sand. The blue shade on the eyes represent the
Oceans. It sits over a pale skin and flakey lips representing sea pollution and
the impact on coral reefs. The irregular green eye shadow with one eye with full
green and the other only half, represents the loss of biodiversity, of forest, of
trees, of natural habitats. The flaky lips and pale skin represent climate change,
pollution, and desertification. The bubble wrap mask from our resident artist
Aleli Ditching will give you the idea of asphyxia.

With Covid-19 we thought we were getting any better but the amount of
masks and gloves drifting on the riversides, beaches, marine currents and sea
beds testify against. It is time to ditch single use plastic. It is time to avoid
plastic. It is time to recycle. It is time to reflect on our choices.
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Goshopia reflects on plastic pollution 

Do you know you are eating plastic every single day? It is everywhere. In the
water, in the soil, in the air, in your plate, in your closet.

We are surrounded by plastic. The Earth is quite literally drowning in plastic.
We feel asphyxiated. In agony. Like the fish fighting for room in the sea.
Sometimes it is difficult to explain with words the spiral we are in and that our
children and the children of our children will inherit. That is why we think it is
time to act now. Fashion has an important role in all this as most of the clothes
made today are coming from plastic. And their process to degrade is not fast
or short of risks.

Fashion is said to be the 2nd largest polluter in the world. It accounts for 20%
of global wastewater, 10 % of the worldwide carbon emissions and waste, lots
of it. Every second 1 garbage full of textiles is landfilled or burnt. If this is not
enough, there is another problem that is not easy to spot. Microplastics and
microfibers pollution.

Let’s try to see the magnitude and the impact of these tiny microplastics. 

Do you know that polyester accounts for more than 63% of the global fashion
production? Of that only 3% will be recycled. Synthetic materials such as
polyester, nylon, rayon or acrylic will take up to 200 years to degrade. During
their lifetime, these materials cause new issues as with friction, including of
course washing, they shed small microfibers. The older the garment, the more
fibers it will shed. Studies revealed that laundry alone causes half a million
tonnes of plastic microfibers. If you want to put an image to that, think of 3
billion polyester shirts floating in the ocean.

These fibers might be too small to be seen with the naked eye. Sewage and
water treatment plants are not prepared to capture them. If they are caught,
they will end mixed with fertilizer. If not, they will go to our rivers, lakes, and
oceans. There, fish, and wildlife confuse them as food and so the tiny
microfibers and microplastics start their journey up the food chain.

Their effect on marine health is terrible: digestive issues, endocrine
disruptions, starvation, and death. From the plankton to the shrimp, from the
fish to the bird, or other mammals, such us ourselves. Some scientists run a
study and found out that 73% of fish in the Northwest Atlantic had
microplastics in their stomachs. The Hudson river releases 150 million of
microplastics per day. 

Now that we know the issue, what can we do to stop it?

The first thought might be “lets just use natural fibers instead of synthetic”.
And it would be great, but the truth is that it might not be too realistic. Fast
fashion depends very much on the cheap prices of synthetic fibers and they
account too for most of the clothing sales worldwide. Also, we need to think
about what synthetic fibers are good for. They are lightweight, flexible, cheap,
repel water and sweat. They are great for sports and do winter clothes lighter
while keeping our bodies warm. Outside those uses, there are always better
natural fibers options. Yet we have shops and wardrobes full of polyester,
nylon, acrylic and other synthetic fibers that do nothing on those categories.

The solution needs to come from different angles. One would be from the
industry itself. Designers and brands need to reduce the use of synthetic
fibers and give them a proper use. Other would be from consumers and in
here it would need to be at two different stages. When buying, prefer the
natural or organic materials, think if they will biodegrade or not, buy only what
you need and what fits your body shape and your lifestyle to maximize the use
of the garment. When it is time to wash, wash them only when they are dirty or
stained. Most of the clothes we washed just need a little bit of air to freshen
up. Front-load washing machines are better as there is less friction.

There are also other items we can use to reduce the amount of fibers that are
released into the water of our washing machine. One is called Cora Ball and
picks up to 26% of the fibers shed in the whole load, the other is called
Guppybag and will protect only the garments that you put inside the bag.
There are other options like adding a filter to the washing machine but it is not
available everywhere, it is costly and means that a technician needs to come
every now and then to remove the lint and fibers that were captured.

If only 10% of the USA households would use a Cora Ball to do their laundry, it
would translate into stopping 30 million water bottles to the ocean. It is not
perfect, but still we are doing our bit.

Truth be told, I am really hoping innovation will save the day. From here, I would
like to make a call for the washing machine makers to innovate in this front.
Same for the water treatment builders. Same for the textile engineers,
scientists, … look for materials that we can use as yarn but still can biodegrade
without harm. 

Life in plastic is definitely not fantastic. Are you ready to join the MUVMent?
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